LONGER TERM TLC FOR

))oung trees
IS ESSENTIAL

for that newly planted tree to be as
'independent' in the landscape as one that grew
from a seedling.
years
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The recent launch of the new British Standard
8545 Trees - From the Nursery to lndependence
in the Londscope has prompted me to climb
back onto a favourite soapbox of mine and have
a rant about planting aftercare.

What the new standard

It is well known that newly planted trees will
appear to grow slowly for a few years - so
called 'planting shocki What the tree is doing
frantically growing roots rather than foliage.
During this recovery period it is important to do
all that we can to aid the tree in its quest.
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Watering is an obvious option for newly planted
trees. However, more help than that can be
given. One thing a struggling root system
does not need is competition. Grass is a flerce
for resources as it sits on the surface
The first major consideration competitor
and has first dibs on rainfall; control of the grass
is water. A tree growing
around recovering trees greatly aids them in
in situ quickly produces
their establishment. Surface evaporation and
a widespreading root
drainage wastes ground water. Our tree has a
system. The purpose of this
limited catchment area, so all that can be done
root system is to achieve
help retain moisture in the soil will help to
sufficient'catchment area'
mulches are generally the best option.
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the best will in the world no landscape the sooner it will stop prioritising
root development and revert to normal rates
plant lifted from a nursery
of top growth, and after all, that is what we
bed or grown in a pot will
planted it for in the first place, so post planting
have anything like that
management of the kind indicated above will
catchment area when it is
benefit everybody.
first planted.
recognises is that a tree
is not established or
'independent'for some
years after it is planted.

that are short of
roots will divert resources
into production of more.
Research in the USA that is
available on line has looked
at the time taken for a
planted tree to develop the
same sized catchment area
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as a seedling tree.

With a small transplant it
may take only one year.
However, a tree with a 4"

(toomm)stem diameter
would normally have a root spread of some 6m.
The sort of rootball that a tree that size miqht
be transplanted with will have less than five per
cent of the normal in situ catchment area.
Such a deficit is not going to be made up
overnight. ln fact, it is likely to take five
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Another thing to consider is formative pruning.
Sometimes your tree will have developed some
crown faults during its short and stressful
life. Faults that can be corrected with a pair
of secateurs at this early stage may require a
chainsaw or even felling in the future.
I recently inspected a young oak of about 30 40 years old. Approaching it along the street, it
looked a picture. Unfortunately, when I looked
closely at it, there was a horrible crossing
branch growing back through the canopy
that had rubbed and damaged one of its main
stems to the extent that the tree had to be
considered a hazard. What a dreadful waste
when a snip when it was young
have prevented the loss.
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